Awesome Day of Quizbowl at the Citywide Championships
Carver A went undefeated all day until a tough best-of-three final against Friends Select A.
Though they lost in the final, they played like champs. Congrats to FSS A on 1st, Carver A on
2nd, and FSS B on 3rd. Carver A's top player was senior Will Zhang (ranked 3rd overall with
59 points per game.). The A team was following throughout the day by WHYY reporter Avi
Wolfman-Arent. They had quite the underdog story, fighting through tough competition all day
in a undefeated quest to play FSS A for the title. Although they fell short in the finals, it was a
phenomenal experience and I could not be prouder of them.
Carver B had a great day, going 3-2 in the AM (our pre-tourney goal) and finishing the day 5-4
and 9th out of 18 teams. Top B team scorer was junior Jayla Lewis (ranked 16th overall with
27.22 points per game.) Several moderators commented about how promising the up and
coming B team was in competition.
Carver C went 1-4 in the AM (our pre-tourney goal for a novice team in a tough field) and
finished the day 2-7. The top C team scorer was freshman Parmenus Bowler ranked 24th
overall with 20.59 points per game. A huge thanks to Abbi at FSS for running a wonderful
event, Chris Chiego from Penn for promoting all things Quizbowl in Philly schools, Paula Don
from SDP for helping Philly coaches make quizbowl manageable, Brian for being the best cocoach a person could ever ask for, and Avi Wolfman-Arent for covering my lovable band of
quizbowl misfits all day. "The enemy's gate is down." Today was a good day.

Take a moment to check out our Quizbowl team in the news.
Print and radio story here.

